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America Into Splinters?
By Georgie Anne Geyer
often with no membership but driven by guilty
foundation money and publicity, will demand more
and more. Payers of high taxes, whom they call
"Anglos," have been moving out, leaving the county
to become even more hopelessly Third-Worldized.
Now the syndrome will worsen.
What this will mean in our larger society (dare
we still use the word "nation"?) is even more
depressing. This vote is the bellwether of larger
agendas being pushed by ethnic and special-interest
activists with ever greater vigor under the
sympathetic Clinton administration. It is an agenda of
linguistic division of the country, of bilingual
education and ballots, of eoncitizen voting, of illegal
aliens being counted for redlstricfing and being
included in the national health plan and, eventually,
the death of citizenship in America as we know it.

When in years to come Americans look back on
the night of May 18 in Miami, those residual beings
of the North American Continent will see that at that
moment the United States first became a "colony" of
the world.
On that night a mere 13 people — the
Metropolitan Dade County Commission — voted to
repeal a 13-year-old ordinance declaring English the
official language of local government And the
United States began a journey: that of becoming no
longer an independent and sovereign country.
While we talk soberly in Washington about the
crashing need to simplify government and cut the
deficit that is choking the nation, Dade County will
spend millions of dollars to translate county
documents, court records and other complex papers
into Spanish, Creole and French and God only knows
what other languages that will be demanded.
Nor was the vote of the newly elected, racially
and ethnically mixed panel made with any real
pretense of humility in the face of the terrible
problems the country faces. "This is not a question of
language but a question of respect," Miami Beach
Mayor Seymour Gelber was quoted as saying. And
many on the commission, including Hispanics,
laughed when "Anglos" at the meeting complained
that their very way of life was being destroyed.
Well, I don't personally know the Miami Beach
mayor, but I know what he really meant about the
vote being a "question of respect." It is akin to what
the old First Ward aldermen in Chicago meant when
they cunningly redistricted wards and somehow
managed to get dead men up on their feet to vote.
Those "dose an' dem" guys were at least honest —
they didn't pretend they wanted to get the keys to
City Hall to write poetry.
What will now happen is clear in Dade County,
where citizens and noncitizens of Cuban and, more
recently, Nicaraguan origin now predominate. County
jobs will go to Hispanics. Spurious Hispanic groups,
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"It is clear that ...we are
allowing to be set up not only
a parallel Spanish-speaking
''America* but a tragically
splintered America that will
continue to fall further
and further behind..."
Two examples only of the scope of the
linguistic problem alone: in New York City, students
are being taught in 81 languages, including Kpelle,
Nyanja, Twi, Gurma, Ewe and Cham; and in Los
Angeles County, only 54.6 percent of those 5 years
and older speak English at home.
It is clear that — because of the unquenchable
ambition of the activists who gain through division
— we are allowing to be set up not only a parallel
Spanish-speaking "America" but a tragically
splintered America that will continue to fall further
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and further behind the unified, disciplined countries
of the world until it becomes just a piece of land that
people with no commitment to it scavenge over.
Former Sen. Eugene McCarthy, author of the
compelling book A Colony of the World: The United
States Today, presciently sees America, through its
own indifference, as culturally colonized. "Culture
colonialism is being imposed through demands by
newly empowered immigrant groups for acceptance
of their native languages and cultures as coequals
with the language and culture of those who built the
society," he has writtea And this is "the very
hallmark of colonialism."
Two last observations:
If you happen to think that these ambitious
activists are somehow well-meaning, think of their

constant negative use of the word, "Anglo." As a
matter of fact, most English-speaking Americans and
even most white Americans are not "Anglo-Saxon."
This is as deliberately derogatory a use of a word as
is "nigger," "kike" or "honky."
Finally, let us look where the impetus for
"Spanish first" is coming from. Almost all of the
foreign-bom in this country have come from
impoverished, failed and/or violence-tom countries.
Most often they were desperate to come here, as are
untold tens of millions around the world.
But now they repay the adopted country that
helped them and even saved them by refusing even
to learn its historical language, which held the nation
together. I seldom use the word "shame," but there
are times when it alone has the right ring.
•

THE DIVIDED STATE OF AMERICA
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Polls repeatedly have shown that Hispanics,
contrary to what some of the Hispanic acitivist
organizations would have us believe, are similar to
other Americans in their strong desire to bring
immigration under tight controls and limits. Here's
some fresh evidence:

THE NATIONAL HISPANIC ALLIANCE
230 N. Michigan Avenue, Suite 300
Chicago, IL 60601
June 22, 1993
The Honorable Bil! Clinton
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, DC 20500

Hispanics For A
Moratorium

Dear President Clinton:
We, the undersigned members of the
National Hispanic Alliance, write to you to
urge you to undertake a positive and strong
action in regards to the immigration issue.
I am attaching a preface that outlines
the problems and some of the possible
solutions to the increasing illegals entering
the country.
There is evidence that citizens across
America are becoming unrestful and feel the
time has come to make immediate changes
on the issue.
The Alliance is advocating an
immediate moratorium. It is the way our
country will be able to put its economic base
into proper perspective. The Immigration and
Naturalization Service must be reformed and
overhauled if we are to deal with the
immigration crisis.
One of us will contact you in the very
near future to ascertain willingness to work
with us and to implement a change in the
immigration laws and policies.
We thank you for your consideration
and hope we will hear from you at your
earliest convenience.

By Roy Beck
In letters to President Clinton and all members
of Congress, the National Hispanic Alliance is urging
a three-to-five-year moratorium on all immigration.
Jack C. Terrazas, president of the Chicago-based
Alliance, said the organization is trying to pull
together grassroots Hispanic groups to give added
voice to what several opinion polls have shown to be
the majority Hispanic view on immigration issues.
The alliance endorsed a moratorium more than a year
ago. It came to its position before a Roper Poll first
revealed that a majority of all Americans favor a
temporary halt in newcomers and before the
Federation for American Immigration Reform (FAIR)
began a national campaign for a moratorium.
Terrazas is publisher of Hispanic USA, an eightyear-old monthly magazine with a nationwide
circulation of 119,000 among Hispanic professionals
and business owners. His company also publishes
several other trade magazines from its office in
downtown Chicago.
"Our businesses are concerned that too many
people are coming and there aren't enough jobs: then
the people turn to crime," Terrazas said in an
interview. The Alliance also recently mass-mailed
letters to solicit support for its moratorium effort
from the estimated 4,000 Hispanic associations and
400,000 Hispanic businesses nationwide.
"The immigration issue is one of the most
important national issues affecting every Hispanic
and every other nationality, in terms of housing,
education and family values," the Alliance stated in
the letter. "There are just too many people in the
United States ... It just doesn't make sense to keep
allowing aliens to come here and create poverty."
"We need your help to help force Congress to

Sincerely,
Jack C. Terrazas
The National Hispanic
Alliance

Joe Pullen
Black Political
Agenda

Luis Martinez
National Mexican
American Association

Manuel Puerto
Latino Peace Officer
Association

Jorge Velasco
Mexican American
Unity Federation

Daniel Ortega
Hispanic Minority
Business Council

Carlos Marion
Hispanic USA
Corporation

William Lucy
Coalition of Black
Unionists

Sam Park
American Korean Political Action Group
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